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Today’s article is about knife throwing techniques, but from a survival perspective. To tell you the
truth, I find this topic to be very interesting and unique, i.e.

I look forward to reading your comments.

Knife throwing is an ancient technique, and it has been around for centuries. It’s a known fact that
American soldiers in the Civil War practiced this “sport” in camp to kill time so to speak. Since then,
the technique survived as an art form, as a sport or for entertainment purposes.

The question is, is it worth acquiring knife throwing skills from a survivalist’s perspective? I really don’t
know the “correct” answer, but to tell you the truth, watching a skilled knife thrower doing his thing is
absolutely awesome. Check out this video and you’ll understand what I am talking about.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1ib3CNcE-k

video first seen on Adam Celadin

Obviously, an expert like Adam makes knife throwing to look like a child’s play, yet being able to throw
a knife accurately will take countless hours of training.

Which begs the question: why would you spend hours and hours throwing knives in the first place?
Well, to begin with, in certain scenarios, knife throwing would make  for a desperate (as in last-resort)
self defense tactic.

Also, in an outdoors survival scenario, if there’s nothing else available or you’re really a “natural” knife
thrower, you could hunt small and big game alike, discreetly and silently. Or, who knows, maybe you
just regard throwing knives as a bad ass skill to master, which is completely true.

Given the “general purpose” of survivopedia.com, we will approach knife throwing from a survival
perspective, i.e. survival hunting, provided such thing is even possible (just kidding). To begin with,
not all knives are created equal, and the same goes for throwing knives. A good throwing knife should
meet certain requirements, such as:

-is must be at least twelve inches long; longer knives are excellent for beginners, as they spin slower,
so you can work at improving your technique more easily; shorter knives will spin faster;

-there’s no need for fancy/cool looking handles nor grips (they’ll get damaged quickly); a dedicated
throwing knife doesn’t have a handle actually, as it screws up its center of balance

-the knife must have rounded corners, dull edges (very important, so you don’t get hurt while
throwing it) and a sharp point (like, duh!)

-the tip of the knife must be thick enough to survive hundreds of impacts without bending

-don’t choose low end (as in cheap) knives, as they’re built using cheap (as in low quality) metals, that
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will crack or snap in half sooner or later, not to mention they’ll dent easily

-go for a balanced knife, as it will allow you to practice throwing from both ends

-the knife should weight at least ten-twelve ounces

With all these things considered, it seems obvious that you can DIY your throwing knife, provided
you’re in a SHTF situation and you’ve lost all your gear.

Here’s an idea

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rHLIYBkfzc

video first seen on Survival Skills Primitive

but you can do your own research afterwards. Moving on with our story,  when it comes to knife
throwing, there are several methods to contemplate upon: you can throw underhand, overhand, you
can throw a knife gripping the handle (provided you don’t have a specialized knife) or you can throw
gripping the blade.

The underhand method is used for close distances, as the knife will follow a straight trajectory to the
target and will not spin. For distances from up to ten yards, you must throw overhand. The thing
about knife throwing is that it’s only suitable for relatively close range activity, and getting within ten
yards of a wild animal is pretty difficult when it comes to survival hunting.

Here’s a video depicting several knife throwing methods, but they all employ very close distances to
the target, in the 2-3 yards range at most.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BG4jO-l8tGU

video first seen on Tim Rosanelli

However, you can take a look and learn the basics anyway. Be advised, the comments are hilarious.

Now, with the basics taken care of, here’s another video, for “advanced knife throwers”, featuring
world champion Adam Celadin in a no spin knife throwing tutorial.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SThz_pIUggA

video first seen on Adam Celadin

Now, as per why one would learn such an ancient technique, the simple answer is: you never know.
In a survival situation, the oddest things can happen. I know what you’re thinking: but Chris, is it
possible to hunt by throwing knives? To tell you the truth, I don’t really know.

What I know for sure is that when it comes to survival, stranger things happened than hunting with
knives. And I also know that if you’ve mastered your knife throwing skills, you can definitely hunt 
game, like turkey, rabbits, wild pigs or anything that’s approachable within ten yards or so.

However, if you ask me, you’d end up better with using a spear (a long straight stick with your knife
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fixed atop of it). But then again, in a survival situation, all bets are off, so you can give knife throwing a
shot anyway.

The thing is, even if you’re  hunting with a bow or a spear, which is more common, in a lot of
situations you’ll find yourself wounding the animal (let’s say deer) and you’ll have to follow the blood
trail to find the wounded/dying deer, so the same theory should apply to hunting by throwing knives.

To hunt small game like birds and rabbits, you’ll require a light throwing knife, which can be thrown
with enough speed to intercept your target. Obviously, it’s fairly easy losing knives while doing this, as
they tend to bury themselves under the leaves/turf or whatever.

At least in theory, a good size and weight/well sharpened knife could be used realistically in taking a
deer down. Suppose you get close enough, within 35 feet or so, and you go for a shoulder hit, you
throw and you manage to lodge the blade in.

What then? Well, the deer will be definitely slowed down and it will quickly lose enough blood to allow
you to get close and give it the coup de grace. To achieve that, it would require mad skills of knife
throwing and stalking alike. The thing is, both turkey and deer are alert game, and stalking prey is a
lost art nowadays.

Always remember: the proper way to hunt big game like deer or wild boar via knife throwing is from a
stand overlooking a game trail. Using this trick, the shoulder movement would go undetected by the
animal, and  due to short range, you would be getting one spin.

When it comes to small game, the trick is to throw hard and fast, so even if you hit the target with the
blunt end or side hits, the game will get some damage anyway, getting stunned and allowing you to
get in a 2nd shot. It would be advisable to carry at least two throwing knives when hunting, plus a
dedicated blade for the coup de grace/self defense if that big bad turkey turns on you.

Bottom line, even if it may sound difficult, I would advise you to learn it and use it regardless, and I
am talking about knife throwing, obviously. I’ve once seen a picture with a guy from Florida who
killed  a 275 lbs wild boar by throwing a knife at 75 feet. However, to do that, you’d have to be a pretty
damn’ good knife thrower.

Or the luckiest guy in the world, take your pick.

I hope the article helped. If you have questions or suggestions, feel free to comment in the dedicated
section below.
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